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PROMOTIONAL POSTER, DESIGN: PETER MAYBURY
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PROMOTIONAL POSTER, DESIGN: DAVID DONOHOE/PETER MAYBURY
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UNDERGROUND LAUNCH & STREET PARTY ROAD RECORDS FRIDAY 27 JUNE. PHOTOGRAPH: ROS KAVANAGH
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UNDERGROUND LAUNCH & STREET PARTY ROAD RECORDS FRIDAY 27 JUNE. PHOTOGRAPH: ROS KAVANAGH
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UNDERGROUND LAUNCH & STREET PARTY ROAD RECORDS FRIDAY 27 JUNE. PHOTOGRAPH: ROS KAVANAGH
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UNDERGROUND LAUNCH & STREET PARTY ROAD RECORDS FRIDAY 27 JUNE. PHOTOGRAPH: ROS KAVANAGH
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ROAD RECORDS DURING UNDERGROUND SHOWING SPECIALLY COMMISSIONED RECORD COVERS BY (CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT)
NAOMI RYDER, JO HOGAN, GABRIEL SIERRA, NAOMI RYDER, ROBIN WATKINS, GABRIEL SIERRA, DAVID DONOHOE
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GARRETT PHELAN
BROADCASTER – (DONAL DINEEN PORTRAIT NO.1)
7" VINYL PICTURE DISC WITH SOUND, 2008
EDITION: 250
COURTESY THE ARTIST AND MOTHER’S TANKSTATION

Donal Dineen, acclaimed DJ/broadcaster is the subject of this unusual portrait
by Garrett Phelan. Dineen, presenter of the late night ‘Last Refuge’, on one of
Ireland’s principal national radio stations Today FM, was chosen by the artist
as someone whose iconic voice represents integrity and seriousness to his core
audience who have developed their musical knowledge with him over many years.
Whilst acknowledging the importance of the content of his programme, it is the
resonance of Dineen’s voice that Phelan focuses on for this portrait, by taking
snippets of his voiceovers to make one continuous track, minus the music they
refer to. The photograph on the other side of the disc reunites the voice with
the normally unseen face and so brings Dineen himself to the fore. Phelan is
interested in notoriety, familiarity, the personal in public life, and how these
issues can be represented by portraiture. It is appropriate that he has chosen
a radio broadcaster for this work, as he himself has a long history of working
with radio and exploring its potential as a powerful means of communication.
This work is part of an ongoing relationship between subject and artist, and
one element of a multi-faceted portrait in many media. Phelan has chosen
Dineen as a subject for this work as a mark of respect for his extraordinary
contribution to Irish broadcasting and for his continuing commitment to
supporting new music.
Garrett Phelan
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. VITRINE SHOWING (LEFT) "BROADCASTER – (DONAL DINEEN PORTRAIT NO. 1)” UEX001 BY GARRETT PHELAN
7" VINYL PICTURE DISK WITH SOUND, MULTIPLE OF 250 COPIES. IMAGE COURTESY THE ARTIST AND MOTHER’S TANKSTATION (RIGHT) PARTIAL VIEW OF CASSETTE EDITION OF "PHANTOM
FOUNTAIN/FUTURE STREAM" BY ROBIN WATKINS.
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. VITRINE SHOWING CASSETTE EDITION AND MASTER TAPE OF "PHANTOM FOUNTAIN/FUTURE STREAM" BY ROBIN WATKINS.
“PHANTOM FOUNTAIN/FUTURE STREAM” WAS PLAYED IN THE EXHIBITION SPACE ON THURSDAY 3 JULY AT 6.00PM.
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. EXHIBITION VIEW DURING CASSETTE PLAYBACK OF "PHANTOM FOUNTAIN/FUTURE STREAM"
BY ROBIN WATKINS, THURSDAY 3 JULY AT 6.00PM
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RUDY VANDERLANS
‘PALM DESERT’ BOOK AND OFFSET-PRINTED PROOF, 1999
PUBLISHED BY EMIGRÉ
Excerpt from Palm Desert:
The photographs and music [in this book] are based on “Palm Desert,” a track on
the 1968 debut album Song Cycle by Van Dyke Parks, one of my all-time favorite
records, and a mythical release of impressive proportions.
I purchased my copy of Song Cycle a few years after its release, and I still
remember the store clerk, a weathered music fan many times my age, who assured
me that it would take a dozen years until I would fully enjoy this record, and
another dozen to recognize its true significance as a timeless classic. This
comment turned out to be more profound than I imagined. After its release, Song
Cycle received tremendous critical acclaim, as it does today, but it sold less
then 10,000 copies in its first year of release—an insignificant number by
major label standards. It was one of the most expensive studio albums of its
time, and the execs at Warner Bros. were desperate. In order to minimize their
losses they ran a series of ads, hotly criticized by Parks, with the headline:
“How we lost $35,509.50 on ‘The Album of the Year.’ (Dammit)” The text read:
“Van Dyke’s album’s such a milestone, it’s sailing straight into The Smithsonian
Institute completely bypassing the consumer.” To remedy the situation, and to
get some kind of buzz going, Warner Bros. offered people who had bought the
album two brand new copies in return for their worn copy and one penny. This is
the stuff myths are made of.
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. VITRINE SHOWING WORK BY RUDY VANDERLANS

________________________

ISSN 2009-0455
SONIC PASS
FIRST EDITION OF 10
RUNNING TIME: 14’48”
This CD is Paper No. 14 in a series published by The Metropolitan Complex.
First edition of 10 printed in Dublin 2008 on the occasion of Underground, curated by
Peter Maybury and Dennis McNulty, Road Records, Fade Street, Dublin, 27 June - 6 July
2008.

Notes on the Sonic Pass
The fourth dimension?! Einstein? Or mysticism? Or a joke? It’s time to stop being
frightened of this new knowledge of a fourth dimension. Sergei Eisenstein Film Form, 1929
It was around early May 2000. Gerard and I were in London together for the first time.
We stayed at Anna Hill’s place in Seven Sisters while she was in Dublin. Anna gave us her
keys and Paul O’Neill gave us the name of his favorite Indian place. I had just bought my
first video camera, a Panasonic PV-DV700 NTSC Camcorder.
One of our stops was Sonic Boom: The Art of Sound curated by David Toop at the Hayward.
The architecture of the Hayward Gallery is typically brutalist, raw concrete slabs built
in tiers, with expansive interiors. As I walked through the exhibition I kept the camera
on in my bag. This led to a recording that is part bootleg, part original composition.
With large exhibitions like this one, I usually make several passes - once quickly to get
a sense of the scope, then a second pass paced through the curatorial layout, and a third
pass to return to individual works. It sometimes takes a while.
This CD contains a fourth pass. Starting on the ground floor, I walked slowly through the
exhibition without pausing. It is difficult to distinguish individual works without the
catalogue at hand. I recognize Christian Marclay’s Guitar Drag around the 4'30" mark.
At 13'18" I ask the docent for headphones before stepping out onto the rooftop to listen
to Christina Kubisch’s Oasis 2000: Music for a Concrete Jungle. I then pass through the
museum again, ending up outside the gallery near the South Bank overpass where the
exhibition concluded. The total running time of the pass is 14 minutes and 48 seconds.
The track ends with the din of traffic noise and the sound of the camera clicking OFF.
Sergei Eisenstiein’s concept of a filmic fourth dimension, describes “overtonal conflicts,
foreseen but unwritten in the score…” In a sonic pass, I move, sounds overlap, I move,
I pass, through parents and children, through voices and footsteps, up concrete stairs,
through rustling gravel darkened space, rotating neon and vinyl blinks at funny abstract
photo sensitive walls. I see, I hear, I move through a fourth dimension. Concrete stares.
Outside again, into the open air, through a man whistling as he passes through me passing
through his whistle.

The Metropolitan Complex is a Dublin-based project by Sarah Pierce. It organizes around
a range of activities such as exhibitions, talks and publications. These structures often
open up to the personal and the incidental.
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. INSTALLATION VIEW OF SARAH PIERCE’S “SONIC PASS”,
LIMITED EDITION CD-R AND BOOKLET, PAPER NO. 14 IN A SERIES PUBLISHED BY THE METROPOLITAN COMPLEX.
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ECONOMIC THOUGHT PROJECTS
7" RECORD NO.1 (ECOO1)
A SIDE: SI SCHROEDER / B SIDE: SI SCHROEDER
ARTWORK: JO MCGONIGAL
7" RECORD NO.2 (ECOO2)
(CURATED BY PIL AND GALIA KOLLECTIV)
A SIDE: GELBART / B SIDE: GELBART
ARTWORK: PIL AND GALIA KOLLECTIV
7" RECORD NO.3 (ECOO3)
A SIDE: WALTER SMITH PROJECT / B SIDE: WALTER SMITH PROJECT
ARTWORK: LORRAINE BRENNAN
7" RECORD NO.4 (ECOO4)
A SIDE: NINA CANELL AND ROBIN WATKINS / B SIDE: ETCHED ARTWORK BY STEPHEN BRANDES
____________________________________________________

Economic Thought Projects is a DIY independent record label set up by
Irish based curator Russell Hart in 2006 to investigate collaborative and
multidisciplinary practice. Hart invited a group of ten artists and musicians
to collaborate on the design, content and sounds of a series of 7" records.
A lengthy process of discussion has resulted in a diverse range of responses.
The project launch in three parts; exhibition, talk, music, will explore these
separate aspects.
economicthoughtprojects.com
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. ECONOMIC THOUGHT PROJECTS, VARIOUS RELEASES, INSTALLATION VIEW

_______________
PS—20
COVER OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT PROCESS “ISRAEL IN EGYPT” LAUNCHED AT STUDIO 6, TEMPLE BAR GALLERY & STUDIOS ON 4 JULY 2008.
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. “BOOTLEGS – FIFTEEN YEARS OF LISTENING”, FRANCIS MCKEE, INSTALLATION VIEW
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. EXHIBITION VIEW SHOWING (FOREGROUND) “BOOTLEGS – FIFTEEN YEARS OF LISTENING”, FRANCIS MCKEE,
(BACKGROUND) EXPERIMENTAL JETSET “LOST FORMATS”
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A SERIES OF EVENTS IN THE EXHIBITION SPACE
____________________________________________________

3.00 - 4.30pm Saturday 28 June
Adam Sutherland - Northern Soul DJ set via web link from the UK,
followed by an eBay auction.

____________________________________________________

6.30pm Thursday 3 July
Robin Watkins - playback of Watkins’ forthcoming cassette only release
Phantom Fountain/Future Stream.

____________________________________________________

Saturday 5 July
3.00 - 4.30pm
Adam Sutherland - Northern Soul DJ set via web link from the UK,
followed by an eBay auction.
5.00 - 6.00pm
Stoner Girlfriend - live band practice relayed via web link from their
practice room to the exhibition space.
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ADAM SUTHERLAND SOLD OFF 7" SINGLES FROM HIS NORTHERN SOUL COLLECTION ON EBAY.
HTTP://MYWORLD.EBAY.CO.UK/ASUTHERLANDOR2/

Hello - you recently bought a soul record from me.
This is a slightly odd request but I am currently preparing an art exhibition in Dublin about collecting and wanted to include some
feedback from sales from my collection to show in the exhibition, but a bit more than the A++++++ of the ebay feedback.
The exhibition is set in a record shop and is about the record shop as a place of cultural exchange, obviously this aspect of the
record shop has changed with the advent of Ebay, and this is what I want to illustrate/expand on.
So I was hoping you might find some time to answer some or one of the questions below. I have attached a couple my own answers
to the questions as an example. I am not expecting everyone to be quite so verbose or analytical. Detail of the exhibition will be
forwarded to all who complete the questions as well as a great but not valuable 45 (ie. one of mine that hasn’t sold!). I will also be
selling more records on ebay and will make the selling of the records part of the content of the exhibition, i.e the questions, the
records, the music. I will also be doing a weekly webcast in a radio style, just talking about and playing the records on sale, with a
phone in option – hope you will be interested to take part/contribute.

FIRST BUYER
What made you start listening to this music and what made you start collecting it?
Brought up in Blackburn… in the 70's… the cool music to listen to was soul + there were
free buses to the Highland Room @ Blackpool Mecca + then on to Wigan.
What are the reasons that you are you are specifically interested in the music of Black America?
Great to dance to, great to sing along to.
Do you identify with the people that made the music you listen to?
Some of the more protest stuff like The Bottle… Gil Scott Heron + Curtis Mayfield stuff.
Is the political situation that produced soul music relevant to your own life conditions?
It fits my politics
Do you think of collecting records as an embarrassment, do you tell your partner how much you spend?
My partner knows… we can afford it + both get pleasure from it
Do you think of the music you collect as an important part of how contemporary world has evolved, i.e. influenced how people think
and behave?
Certainly + it’s a great legacy to pass onto my 4 kids who all appreciate part of my
collection
Do you think the internet has enhanced or damaged collecting?
Massively enhanced
SECOND BUYER
What made you start listening to this music and what made you start collecting it?
Much the same route as you really - started out as a blues fan, still very much am. Heard
Otis Redding's Otis Blue set 20 odd years ago & went from there. If you are serious about
collecting, it does tend to mean you get to hear rare stuff that you wouldn't otherwise,
learn more about the the music, meet like-minded people & musicians etc. Of course
strictly speaking you wouldn't actually have to collect the music to do this, although
almost all of the people you meet do. The urge to collect is just a basic personality
trait I guess.
(contd.)
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What are the reasons that you are you are specifically interested in the music of Black America?
Generally because I love the gritty, raw intensity of it and the lack of pretension.
It’s an old cliché but back in the day African Americans sang in a totally different way
to Europeans and white Americans.
Do you identify with the people that made the music you listen to?
Only to a limited extent to be honest. If anything the most common feeling I have had is
a sense of wonder at how much the music moves me given the apparent gulf between us.
I’ve never really been fortunate enough to spend enough time with any of these folk to
establish more common ground. Notwithstanding the differences in culture and upbringing,
I'm at least a generation younger than the people we are talking about and I understand
very well how much harder life was for my parents generation and before. It perhaps goes
without saying this only enhances the respect, admiration and warmth I feel for them.
Is the political situation that produced soul music relevant to your own life conditions?
Not in any way that readily occurs to me.
Do you think of collecting records as an embarrassment, do you tell your partner how much you spend?
I guess I'm slightly embarrassed by my somewhat obsessive nature. Collecting is just one
manifestation of it I’m afraid. I’m fully aware I’m an anorak though and having had to
rescue unwitting victims from my father's railway related monologues many times over the
years, I do at least try not to inflict my obsessions on others too much. As regards the
second question, errrm, no comment.
Do you think of the music you collect as an important part of how contemporary world has evolved, i.e. influenced how people think
and behave?
In general terms I'd like to think so, at least back when that music itself was still an
important part of the contemporary world. In the 60s for example African American music
was a marvellous bridge across racial divides, most importantly in America but elsewhere
too. That must have played an important role in ending segregation in the South. One might
also argue that the thread of anti-war songs was a factor in mobilising opinion against
the Vietnam war. The songs of people like Curtis Mayfield, Stevie Wonder and Marvin Gaye
were flag wavers for a more politicised generation. On the other hand, if I'm being more
specific I could say no, since so much of what I actually listen to & collect is not the
Curtis Mayfields but the impossibly obscure, sold in minimal quantities at the time by
unknown artists, if it was even released at all. It's kinda hard to influence people with
your music if nobody got to hear it.
Do you think the internet has enhanced or damaged collecting?
From a purely personal point of view I think it has greatly enhanced my collecting it is so much easier to acquire rare records and knowledge about the music. eBay has
frequently allowed me to circumvent the ludicrous prices that many UK dealers feel
justified in charging (so they might argue otherwise). Social networking through things
like the southern soul list on Yahoo have vastly increased the knowledge pool. Outside
of collecting though, the internet bears much of the responsibility for the devastation
of what remained of the independent recording industry, the industry that gave birth to
the music we love. Even flagship labels like Malaco are struggling. It hasn't been all
bad though. Many artists and surviving labels are now using the net as a direct sales
& marketing channel, albeit with varying degrees of effectiveness. This can also mean
we in far flung corners of the world get to hear of artists we wouldn't have otherwise.
The big problem with that for me is they rarely have the means nowadays to produce the
kind of sophisticated, people-intensive productions that characterised African American
music in its golden era. Personally I also miss spending a day crate digging in dusty
old record shops. However that is an indulgence I rarely have time for these days anyway,
even if I could find a record shop. Where I live now (Devon) has never exactly been noted
as a treasure trove of African American music, so the internet is a bit of a godsend in
that respect.
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. EXHIBITION VIEW DURING ADAM SUTHERLAND NORTHERN SOUL DJ SET VIA WEB LINK FROM THE UK, AND EBAY AUCTION.
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STONER GIRLFRIEND
‘LIVE PRACTICE’ 5 JULY 2008, 5PM, ONE HOUR

Live Practice is what it says: one hour into the workings of Stoner Girlfriend.
We live in two different cities and can only practice at weekends, for now. We share
our practice space with one other band and each band packs away the gear at the end
of their session. Once we have set ourselves up, our usual working method is to play
through some familiar pieces, take a break, play again, break again and play one more
time before taking the equipment down, burning the session from MP3 file to Data CD
and a final break before going our separate ways.
Depending on availability we will practice as a two- or three-piece. Generally we
play between ninety minutes and two hours of music, the majority of which we record.
We have a number of melodies and arrangements we return to each week: these tend to
become more concise with repetition, as a structure begins to assert itself. We allow
refrains and tempi to develop spontaneously – we are aware there is a ‘signature’
style and at times we attempt to subvert ourselves by choosing different sounds or
not playing in a familiar way. Pieces tend to be played through in rotation. We’ll
often do the same tune three or four times in a row with slight variations each time.
We’ll listen back in our time away, picking out favourite moments to play again, the
ideas slowly crystallising.
Duration of our pieces is variable: sometimes we can play with, and around, a melody
for up to thirty minutes. Not all of it is valuable of course; but it’s a practice
not a performance and so we feel free to play at length and to try things we can’t
necessarily do; accidents are allowed and, if interesting, followed through. Songs
change shape as they go: sometimes successfully but not always so. This is where the
recordings come in. We’ll listen to them at home, pick parts out, find them again,
try them in the room, accept they have a different feel, go with that and, over the
weeks, slowly decrease the amount of rotations we give to a tune, from three or four
goes around to one take; fifteen or twenty minutes down to five or eight.
We’ve been practicing since August 2007. We’ve played one gig, in January 2008, and
are planning to record material to a higher fidelity over the late summer/early
autumn 2008. Our current thinking is that we’ll document the jams as we go via some
kind of webserver, with the possible addition of commentary text, and any album would
be edited and, possibly reimagined, from the footage we record.
We’re thinking about a lot of things but for now they’re just ideas.
If you want to hear whether any of them come to fruition please contact
stonergirlfriend@googlemail.com to join our mailing list.
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Appendix One
Musical and recording equipment used by Stoner Girlfriend:
1x BC Rich, SG Series Guitar, re-sprayed to hide its “bourgeois-metal” roots and
look
1x Drum kit (any make)
1x 5-string electric Bass (please note: there was no bass guitar present at
the practice of 5 July 2008)
1 x Amplifier (any make)
1x Zoom GFX-8 Guitar Effects Processor
1x Boss RC-20XL Loop Station
1x 8-channel PA
1 x input mic, 1 x i-River H320 MP3 player, laptop, CD

Appendix Two:
Typical structure of Stoner Girlfriend Rehearsal:
TIME (HOURS)
(APPROX)

ACTION

TIME (DURATION)

3.20pm

Arrive to rehearsal room; greet other band

n/a

members; chat
3.30

Set up gear

30 minutes

4.00

Play music

15/20 minutes

4.20

Break

20 minutes

4.40

Play music

1 hour

5.40

Break; transfer files to computer

30 minutes

6.10

Play music

45/50 minutes

7.00

Take down equipment and pack away; tidy room;

30/35 minutes

transfer files to laptop to computer to disc
7.30/7.35

Depart

n/a

Appendix Three:
Streaming software used to transmit Stoner Girlfriend rehearsal from practice room
to Underground exhibition.
BroadCam Video Streaming Software - Freeware by NCH
Streaming Server software is run on a laptop with a wireless dongle.
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. EXHIBITION VIEW DURING STONER GIRLFRIEND “LIVE PRACTICE” 5 JULY 2008, THURSDAY 3 JULY
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. INSTALLATION VIEW SHOWING (LEFT)

“FIND YOUR OWN STORY”, 2008 ARTIST: STEPHEN RENNICKS
(RIGHT) "THE STARS ARE UNDERGROUND", 1996 DIRECTOR: DARAGH MCCARTHY, VIDEO WITH SOUND (24:30)
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. INSTALLATION VIEW SHOWING (LEFT)

“FIND YOUR OWN STORY”, 2008 ARTIST: STEPHEN RENNICKS
(RIGHT) "THE STARS ARE UNDERGROUND", 1996 DIRECTOR: DARAGH MCCARTHY, VIDEO WITH SOUND (24:30)
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BLOGARIDDIMS 44/EIRETRONICA : UNDERGROUND

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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The Soul Gun Warriors - A Beginning - (unreleased)
Slug - f minus d - The Fear Recordings (unreleased)
Dennis McNulty - BabyBarioPool - São Paulo Se - http://dennismcnulty.com
Deasy - The Closing Door (extract) - Music is not Hygiene - The Fear Recordings
Decal - Carpenter - 404 Not Found - Planet Mu
Deasy - New Generation Mix - Shut Up and Make - The Fear Recordings
Naphta - Tough Love (extract) - DEAF 2003 sampler
Rollers Sparkers - Spumeral - Second Level Crossing - LazyBird
Sunken Foal - Colloidal Silver - Fallen Arches - Planet Mu
Daniel Figgis - Egg & Anchor - Skipper - Rough Trade
Decal - Remembering Waves - Little Sketches - http://www.decal-artifacts.com/
Margaret Noble - The walk home on Ashland - Acroplane
Ambulance - Hymn - Planet Mu
Solen - Block - Alphabet Set
Deasy - Pondlife (Droid + Slug’s Pondeath mix) - The Fear Recording (unreleased)
Spectac - Cyborgs in the face of every child - Front End Synthetics
Booger - Majik - Front End Synthetics
Colz - Salvia Remix - http://www.myspace.com/deejaycolz
Twoc - Attica Blue - Alphabet Set
BEW - Glock Dub - Acroplane
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. ANGELA DETANICO AND RAFAEL LAIN "LYRICS (SECRET)" INSTALLATION VIEW
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. ANGELA DETANICO AND RAFAEL LAIN "LYRICS (SECRET)" INSTALLATION DETAIL
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EXPERIMENTAL JETSET
LOST FORMATS

Towards the end of 2000, we were asked by Rudy Vanderlans to edit (and design)
issue 57 of Emigre, an American graphic design magazine.
Initially considering the idea of a magazine as a format, we quickly moved
towards thinking about the concept of formats in general. What we found interesting about the world of formats was its material dimension, its 'thingness'.
In other words, the way in which the physical appearance of a format shapes its
content, and vice versa.
Thinking about how all these formats were becoming more and more obsolete, we
thought it would be interesting to turn the magazine into a monument for
extinct formats. The main part of the issue was a six-page 'memorial wall'
showing the abstracted shapes of dozens of defunct formats, catalogued almost
like fossils.
Experimental Jetset
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. EXPERIMENTAL JETSET "LOST FORMATS" INSTALLATION VIEW
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. INSTALLATION VIEW SHOWING DETAIL OF VITRINE WITH COPY OF EMIGRE 57 AND REFLECTION OF EXPERIMENTAL JETSET "LOST FORMATS"
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UNDERGROUND EXHIBITION, ROAD RECORDS. INSTALLATION VIEW SHOWING VITRINE WITH VARIOUS RELATED BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS
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POSTER FOR ROLLERS/SPARKERS ALBUM LAUNCH FRIDAY 27 JUNE (NIGHT OF UNDERGROUND OPENING).

_______________________________
PS—40
POSTER FOR DOPPLEREDFFEKT/DECAL SATURDAY 5 JULY (WEEKEND OF UNDERGROUND CLOSING).

24 June 2008
Dennis McNulty interviewed about Underground
on Phantom 105.2FM
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SAS Mixer Launch Press Release
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December 2001 saw the launch
of the first ever professional DJ
mixer to be completely designed
and built in Ireland. Completed
immediately prior to the Launch,
SAS ( consisting 26 year old
engineer and DJ Stephen Hughes
and 25 year old engineer Brian
McDonald), had spent the best
part of 4 years working on this
project. “ I was inspired to design
a professional mixer for turntablists because of my love of music
and electronics, and the then lack
of truly great products on the
market. “ says founding member
Stephen Hughes. “ It started as a
hobby, but I soon realised it had
massive potential in industry.”
Although SAS built a limited run
20 units for sale directly to interested parties, neither SAS partners are entrepreneurs in their
own right. They hope to sell the
design to a company with the
manufacturing, marketing and
distribution capabilities required
to take their product into mass
production. “ The investment in
time and money would be too
great for us to achieve this on our
own… We would rather spend
our resources doing what we do
best – design.”
The SAS GLD-200 is mainly
geared towards turntablists, competing with the likes of the Vestax
06, 07 pro, and Technics
SH1200DJ mixers. As such, it
features just 2 channels, with a
narrow body so that turntables
placed on either side will be

close together. Most of its strong
points are around the crossfader
section, with features that include
reversible crossfader, curve
adjust, and remote crossfader
operation with an assignable
footswitch. The most striking and
inventive feature of this product is
the inclusion of Touchswitches
(Patent Pending). Placed strategically above the crossfader, these
switches (three in all) take the
form of metal plates, which allow
the user to operate the crossfader with the slightest touch of
his/her finger. Rapid chopping
and ‘crab’ effects can be
achieved with little effort. And
they are non-mechanical, and as
such, will never wear out or need
to be replaced. Even with all of
these features, nothing has been
compromised - Audio specifications are superb, and mechanical
build is solid.
The launch of the mixer was a
roaring success. Taking place in
Big Brother records in December,
nearly 100 people crammed in
for a peak. DJ Mek (five times
Irish DMC champion) and DJ
Splyce ( aka ‘baby Mek’) demonstrated the mixers powerful features for over two hours, while
onlookers marveled at their creative styles, utilizing two mixers
and three turntables. “Top fuckin’
mixer – If that means anything to
anyone” stated Mek after his
performance at the launch. He
hails the footswitch and
Touchswitch features as revolutionary, and is currently using the
mixer to record his new album, as

well as for scratches on Rodney
P’s LP, RiRa’s new twelve and
Skitz’s new twelve. The mixer was
also recently featured on
DJ279’s Sunday Hip-Hop radio
show on London’s Choice FM. To
date, RJ (First DMC world champion and Moby’s tour DJ) and
Maceo (De La Soul) have all had
the opportunity to use the mixer,
and first their impressions were
very positive. “This mixer is excellent, and sounds superb! Would
love take this on tour with me”
reported RJ after using it in
Dublin’s Fireworks club late
December. Prime Cuts (One half
of the Scratch perverts) has also
used the mixer in his studio in
London, and was impressed with
many of the features. “The
footpedal idea is wicked! I can
achieve effects that are not possible on any other mixer. Why
hasn’t anyone thought of this
before!?”.
SAS are now actively seeking to
sell their design, so that they can
concentrate on designing other
DJ related design projects. For
further information on this product or on obtaining one of the limited production units, SAS can be
contacted at solid@iol.ie or on
00353 868240409.
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